TRUSS + RIGGING + LIGHTING

EXHIBITION LIGHTING
SPACE’s lighting inventory consists of 3,000 feet of
lightweight aluminum triangle truss and 1,700 LED flood,
narrow flood, spot and gooseneck lights - all purchased in
2015.
Each light has a CRI rating of 82. The lens of each bulb is
constructed with varying filters that gives our bulbs the
ability to render colors accurately. The combination of
power output, lens construction, CRI and Kelvins rating
gives each light a bright, very neutral daylight tone neither warm nor cool.
The incorporation of goosenecks provides customizable
lighting options.

Flood Lights
38 Par - 40 flood LED
17 Watt - 1050 Lumens
3,000K

Narrow Flood Lights
38 Par - 25 flood LED
17 Watt - 1250 Lumens
3,000K

Spot Lights
38 Par - 25 flood LED
17 Watt - 1050 Lumens

The bulbs are installed in white, single circuit, 3 wire tracks
that are integrated into aluminum truss, allowing lights and
power to be easily distributed within exhibitor booths.

3,000K

Truss can be installed on top of exhibition walls or, in
certain circumstances, rigged from the ceiling.

30 Par - 40 flood LED

The unique structure of the lighting system neatly blends
into the environment, effectively showcasing exhibited
works without distracting from the curated aesthetic of the
exhibition.
In addition to positioning the lights above art and design
objects, the truss neatly contains any power or data cables
that may need to span across the show floor.
With a Uniform Distributed Load rating of 400lbs. per 9
foot section this lighting structure is a perfect solution for
hanging complex pieces, light fixtures, and chandeliers.
The SPACE Crew has extensive event production, gallery,
and museum experience.

Gooseneck Lights
12 Watt - 850 Lumens
3,000K
36” Armature Length
8’6” attached power cord
Wall Clamp: accommodates 1.625” - 4”
surface of 1.75” - 2.5” round diameter

Truss
218x218mm Triangle Truss
6061-T6 Aluminum
UDL rating: 400 lbs. (180kg)
PNT rating: 264 lbs. (120kg)

